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A PRODUCT FORMULA FOR

GENERALIZATIONS OF THE KERVAIRE INVARIANT
BY

EDGAR H. BROWN, JR.(')

ABSTRACT. Formulas are developed for the Arf invariant of the product

of two manifolds in terms of invariants of the factors. If the Wu orientations are

carefully chosen the formula is a(M x iV) = o(M)o(N).

1.  Introduction. Recall, if M is a smooth nz-manifold, /: M-* BO is the

classifying map of its normal bundle and v¡ E H'(BO; Z/2) is the rth Wu class, f^v¡ =

0 for 2/ > m.  Thus if we form a fibration over BO by killing v¡, 2/ > m,f lifts to

the total space of this fibration. We call such a lift a trivialization of v¡ on M.

In [4] we introduced an invariant a(M) E Z\% (Z/l = ZflZ) for closed, compact

smooth 2n-manifolds M with a trivialization of vn+ x. Let o(M) = 0 if dim M is odd.

a generalizes various formulations of the Kervaire invariant ([6], [3], and [1]) and it

plays a role analogous to the Hirzebruch index for surgery problems involving manifolds

of dimension 2n where n is odd. In this paper we give formulas relating a(Af x N), o(M)

and o(N). In [2], W. Browder gave a special case of our formulas ((4.7) below). Also,

D. Sullivan's product formula for surgery obstructions follows from our results ((4.8)).

The results of this paper were announced in [5],

To deal with a(M x N) we need a product procedure for handling the vn + j

trivializations.  In §2 we define a Wu orientation of M to be (essentially) a trivialization

of each of the classes v¡ for 2/ > dim M and we define the product of two Wu orienta-

tions as in [2]. In the remainder of this section we assume all manifolds have Wu

orientations and M x N denotes the cartesian product with the product orientation.

By analogy with the index, one might hope that o(M x A7) = a(M)a(N). Although

this holds if the Wu orientations are carefully chosen (see below), it does not hold in

general. The following is an interesting example of when this formula fails. o(M) is

an algebraic invariant associated to a quadratic function <p: ZZ"(Af) —> Z/4 where dim M

= 2n.  (All cohomology is with Z/2 coefficient.) Sm has a nontrivial Wu orientation

V.  Let Sm = (Sm, V). o(Sm x Sm) = 4 while o(Sm) = 0 since S" has no middle

dimensional cohomology.

To get around this difficulty we extend <¿>, by a homotopy construct, to <ç: H*(M)

—> A where A is a rather complicated ring (see §3) containing Z/4. <p has the property

that
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(1.1) *{u 8 v) = *{uMv)

where u ® vEH*(M x N). We then proceed by algebra, as in [4], to associate to cp

an invariant 2(c«) essentially lying in the Grothendieck ring of such gadgets. We then

define 2(/W) to be 2(<¿>).  2 satisfies 2(Af xN)= 2(/li)2(/V).  Furthermore, Z(M) is

determined by o(M) and ok(M) S Z/2, k = 1, 2,.. ., where afc is characterized by

4ofc(M) = 0(5* x M) where 4: Z/2 —* Z/8 is the inclusion. In terms of a and ok our

product formulas are

oiM x TV) = a(JW)a(AO + 4 (x ak{M)ak{n)j ,

ak(M xN)= a{M)ak(N) + ak(M)a(N).

In defining product Wu orientations, one chooses liftings of certain maps on

universal examples. Furthermore, as in [4], one chooses certain homomorphisms,

in the language of [4], hn: f2n+k(Yk A Kn) —* Z/4. In our present treatment, we

again choose the homomorphism hn and these choices, together with (1.1), determine

the above liftings. Having made these choices and thus defined ¡p for all manifolds, we

define a preferred Wu orientation of M to be a Wu orientation such that ip{Hp(M)) =

0 for 2p < dim M.  By (1.1) the product of preferred orientations is preferred. Every

manifold has a preferred orientation unique up to a trivialization of vn +1, « =

[dim M¡2] and ak(M) = 0 for M with a preferred orientation. Thus for such orienta-

tions oiM x N) = o(M)o(N).

This paper is organized as follows: §2 deals with Wu orientations and their

products.  In §3, cs: H*(M) —► A is constructed, modulo the main work of this paper

which consists in computing pairings between certain homotopy groups. These later

results are developed in § §5, 6, 7 and 8. In §4, 2(Af) is defined and our results are

stated and proved.

Throughout we use smooth manifolds. Our results apply equally well to Poincare'

complexes. To formulate the results in terms of Poincaré complexes one replaces

smooth manifolds by triples (X, -n, a) where X is a Poincaré complex, 77 is its Spivak

normal bundle and a E n*(T(q)) is a normal invariant.

All homology and cohomology will be with Z/2 coefficients. Kn denotes

K(Z\2, ri). 1: Z/k —* Z/kl denotes the inclusion and l(n) is denoted by / • «. Although

we formulate many of our constructions in terms of spectra, we make no very serious

use of spectra theory. The main point of this is to reduce the number of indices we

have to carry around. Spectra in the sense of [8] is quite adequate for our purposes.

Ail manifolds will be closed, compact and smooth. We wiU be talking endlessly about

u £ HP(M) and v E //^(/V). m and n will denote the dimensions of M and N respect-

ively and p and q the dimensions of « and v.

2. Wu Orientations. In this section we essentially reproduce the material on Wu

orientations in [2]. Suppose pt = B0CBx C • • • C Bk C • • • C B is one of the

families of classifying spaces BOk, BSOk, BPLk, BGk, etc., and suppose J"fc is the

universal bundle over Bk. The essential feature that we require is that Whitney sums

make sense. Let p: Bm —> B be the fibration induced from the contractible fibration
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by the map

n «y B — n k,
2i>m 2i>m

where v- E H'(B) is the Wu class. We define pm: Bm —*■ 5fc and {£" to be the pull

back of p by the inclusion Bk C B and f£" = pm * ffc, respectively. Recall, under the

Whitney sum map

BkxB¡-+ Bk+¡,      v¡ -#■ 23"/ ® »/-/•

Hence the Whitney sum maps lift t0 maPs P- Bm x P," —► P™++," which in turn give

maps p.: f™ x f£ -» ff+". Let 7ßm be the Thorn spectra [Tiff)}, 7 - Thorn

space. With a little effort one can choose the maps ju consistently with respect to k

and / so as to give maps p: TBm A   TB" -> TBm+n. We call the collection, {^,u}

a P-Wu system. Note that the maps P-involve the choice of liftings u.

Suppose M is a manifold. We assume our manifolds come with smooth embeddings,

i: .Ai C Rm+k, k large. Let i> = j^ be the normal bundle of i and let T(v) denote the

Thorn spectrum whose /th term is T(v + (?'~k)- The Thom-Pontrjagin construction

yields an element aM E nm(l\vM)).

Definition (2.1). A B-Wu orientation of an «-manifold M is a bundle map

V: vm —* ft • Two such orientations are equivalent if they are homotopic. If U and

Kare orientations of M and N, respectively, U x Vis the orientation on M x N

given by

U x  V   >m       f.n _a_. ¡.m+n
VMXN = "Mxt>N -" ¿*   * 11 * Sk + l  -

Since Vf is zero on M for 2/ > m, we have

Lemma (2.2). If vM has a B-structure, M has a B-Wu orientation.

The standard trivialization of the normal bundle of 5"" gives a map V: vgm —*

tk over the constant map of Sm into Bk. Let g: Sm —*■ Bk represent the element of

njBl") coming from Km in the fibre of Bm -^ Bk. g and F give a 5-Wu orientation

UofSm. LetSm =(Sm, U).

Remark. When n = 1, 3 or l,g: Sm —* Bk is homotopic to the constant

map, but under this homotopy, i/is transformed into the nontrivial framing of vsm.

(See proof of (4.5).)

Remark (2.3). An alternate and technically somewhat simpler approach to Wu

orientations may be done as follows:  Let Ym be the spectrum whose /th term is the

two stage Postnikov system with ¿-invariant n2;>m x(Sq'): K¡ —* ñK¡+i; X is *he

canonical antiautomorphism of the Steenrod algebra. The cup product maps K¡t A K¡2

-*■ Kh +,2 lift to maps p: Ym A Y" -► Ym +n. AY={Y",p} orientation of an

m-manifold is a map V: T(vM) -* Ym such that the generator of ZZ°(Ym) pulls back

to the Thorn class. Product orientations are defined as above and everything in this

paper can be done with Y"1 replacing TBm.

3. The main geometric construction. Suppose M is a manifold, T(vM) is its

normal bundle Thorn spectrum, aM E nm(T(vM)) is the Thorn Pontrjagin element and
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TBm are all as in §2.  Let V: T{vM) —> TBm come from a 5-Wu orientation for M.

Let Gm = itJJB™ A Kp). The cup product map c: Kp A Kq —► Kp+q and «: TBm

A 7S" -► Fßm+" define a pairing G* ® Gnq -> G™++," by

a ® ß —*■ (p A c)(id A t A id)(a A ß),

where r permutes the factors of Kp A TBm. Let G be the possibly nonassociative,

bigraded ring G = 2 Gm. Denote multiplication by a ■ ß.

We construct a function 6 = 9V: H*(M) —► G as follows:  Recall, there is a

diagonal map A: T(v) —> F(p) A Ai+. On a vector x G p, x —► (x, p(x)) where p is

the projection of v. If u G #P(M) = [M+, £p], d(u) = ((F A w)A)*(aM) 6 G™.

By simply writing down the definitions one verifies

Lemma (3.1). Ifu®vEH*(M x N) and Uand VareB-Wu orientations of

M and N, then

euxv(u®v) = euiu)-6v(v).

The main work of this paper is in analyzing G. We postpone this to later

sections and, at this point, give a theorem ((3.2)) which summarizes the results of

this analysis.

Let A be the polynomial ring over Z/4 in indeterminants t and ak, k = 0,1, 2,

. . . , modulo the relations

% = «fc-i.   ao = 2>   2t = 2ak = akai = 0.

Suppose X2p: G2p —*■ Z/4 and Xp : Gp —* Z/2, m ¥= 2p, ate homomorphisms. They

give an additive map X: G —► A as follows:  If ß E Gm,

X(ß) = Xm{ß) iîm = 2p,

= X™{ß)t2p-m       if 2p > m,

= KiP>m-2p      iî2p<m-

Let <p = <pv: H*(M) -> A be defined by c; = Xd. If we let <pp" = Xp"6,

f(u) = vml2(u)+   Z   çi-(u)r'"-2P+   Z  *>)o-m_2p,
2p>m 2p<m

^m/2 = 0 if A7î is not even. Let Sq = Sq° + Sq1 + • • • be the Steenrod squaring

operation. In §8 we prove

Theorem (3.2). Suppose {f^,, p} is a B-Wu system as in §2 and X is as above.

The p and X may be chosen so that for all B-Wu oriented manifolds M, ¡pM satisfies:

(i)V™(u) = (Squ)(M)if2p>m,

qÇ(u) = (Sq u)(M) mod (2) // 2p = m.

(ii) ifÇiu +v)= <Pp(u) + cpp» + 2 • (u U v)(M) if2p<m and u.vE HP(M).

(Note (u U v)(M) = 0if2p*m.)

(iii) // ffc are oriented bundles, in the usual sense, and hence M has an orientation

MEHm(M; Z) via its B-Wu orientation, and m = 41, then f\\(u) = (pu)(M), where p is

the Pontrjagin square.
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(iv) ip2p is the function giving rise to o(M) in [4].

(\)Ifu®vEH*(M x AO, <p(u ®v)= fiuMv).

Remark. The ring A arises from dividing G by the largest ideal possible without

losing the quadratic property of i¿>.  One may easily check that any proper ideal of A

intersects Z/4 nontrivially and hence y is linear modulo such an ideal.

Remark.   As we will see in §8, the choice of p and X are not independent. In

fact, the choice of X_p for all p, determines the remaining choices.

We must next examine how tp depends on 5-Wu orientation of M.  Suppose Ux

and U2: vM —► Çm are two 5-Wu orientations of M which are equivalent as B structures,

say to V: vM —> ffc. Then Ux is equivalent to {f¡, V) where/-: M—*Bm are liftings

of vM: M'—* Bk. /, and f2 differ by a map x: M —*■ n2í>m K¡_x. Conversely, £/,

and an x as above give a U2 equivalent to Ux as a B structure. In §9 we prove

Theorem (3.3). If Ux and U2 are B-Wu orientations of M which are equivalent

as B structures on vu and x = {xt}, x¡ E H'(M), is as above, then

<PVM - fuiu) = 2 • (a U x[m/2 ,XM) + 23 (« ux,){M)aHp
i>p

where u E HP(M).

Definition (3.4). A 5-Wu orientation U is preferred if ip,j(Hp(M)) = 0 for

2p<m.

Corollary (3.5). If V: vM —*■ ffc is a B structure on vM, V lifts to a preferred

B-Wu orientation on M.  The product of preferred orientations is preferred.  Two

preferred orientations coming from V differ by a trivialization of vs, s = [m/2] + 1.

Proof.  Suppose Ux is any B-Wu orientation associated to V.  By Poincare'

duality, if 2p < m, ipp(u) = (uU xm_p\M) for some xm_p e Hm-p(M). Change Ux

by x = {xf} to form U.  By (3.4), U is preferred. The assertion about products follows

from (3.2)(v). Note in the construction of U we have not used x,m,2,.  Uniqueness

up to a trivialization of u now follows.

4. A generalization of the Kervaire invariant. We first recall some algebra from

[4]. Suppose V is a vector space over Z/2 and tp: K —► Z4 is quadratic in the sense

that <p(u + v) - v>(«) - (p(u) is a nonsingular bilinear form with values in Z/2 = {0, 2}

C Z/4. oí» E Z/8 is defined by the equation

V ¿v(") = yñdim v

uev

where í = \/-l. In [4] it was proved:

Theorem (4.0). a is additive on direct sums of quadratic functions and mul-

tiplicative on tensor products. Ify=24i, where $: V —*■ Z/2, is nonsingular quadratic,

then o(p) = 4 • ArU». Arf 0 is 1¡ ^CK^Qif) where {\¡, p¡} is a symplectic basis for

Vwith respect to the bilinear form associated to \¡/. o(ip) = dim Fmod(2).

(!
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Suppose M and c/>: H*(M) —► A are as in (3.2). We utilize a and <p to define

invariants a(M) G Z/8 and ak(M) E Z/2, k - 1, 2.Let

Vk(M) = H"(M) ifm = 2n and fc = 0,

= H"(M) + Hm~n(M)   if w - k = 2« and Ä: > 0,

= 0 otherwise.

Let 6k: Vk(M) -> Z/2, for ¿fc > 0, be given by

6k(u, v) = ft(n) + (Sq u)(M) + (a U u)(M)

for «t - k even and ôfc = 0 for m - k odd.

Let A = Z/8[afc],£=1,2.modulo the relations a\ = 4,2ak = aka¡ = 0,

kïl.

Definition (4.1).

oiM) = o(pn)   if «i = 2«,

= 0 if m is odd.

ak(M) m Arf(0*),   £(M) = o(M) + £ afc(JM)ak.

Our main result is

Theorem (4.2). If M and N are B-Wu oriented and M x N has the product

orientation with respect to Wu system {fJJ1, p) where p is as in (3.2), then 2(M x N)

= 2(iW)2(A0, or equivalents

a{MxN) = oiM)oiN) + 4 (Zok(M)ok(N)),

ak(M xN)= o(M)ak(N) + ok(M)o{N)

(ok(M)oiN) = ak(M)(a(M) mod(2))), o(M) = x(M) mod(2) where x = Euler character-

istic). If M and N have preferred orientations, ak{M) - ak(N) = 0, all k, and a{M x N)

= o{M)o(N).

Before proving (4.2) we give some related results, o is related to the Kervaire

invariant and the index as follows:

Theorem (4.3). If the B-Wu orientation UofM has the property that UM: M

—*■ B™ is the constant map, that is, U is a framing and m = 4/ + 2, then

o(M) = 4 • {Kervaire invariant ofM).

If {f,} are oriented in the usual sense and m = 41, then

o(M) = Index(JW) mod(8).

For any M, o{M) = x(M) mod(2), where x(M) is the Euler characteristic.

The first and third parts of (4.3) are proved in [4] and the second part is a result

of S. Morita [7].

Theorem (4.4). Ifk>morm-kis odd, ak(M) = 0. If m - k = 2n, ok(M)
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= yn(vn) where vn is the nth Wu class.  For any k, 4 • ak(M) = o(Sk x M) where Sk

is Sk with the nontrivial B-Wu orientation as in §2.

Proof. The first part follows from the fact that Vk(M) = 0 for k > m or

m - k odd.

Suppose m - k = 2n and u E ^'"(M). (Sq u)(M) = (uU vn)(M). Choose a

basis X(. for H"(M) and p¡ for Hm~"(M) such that X¿ U py- = 5f/.   {X,., u,} is a symplec-

tic basis for Vk(M). If v„ = 0, 0*01,) = (Sq p¡)(M) = 0, and hence Arf 6k = 0. If

vn =£ 0, choose Xx = vn. Then

Arf ek = Zek<X)B*{p¿ = ek(vn) = *„(»„).

In §9 we will prove

Lemma (4.5). For 1 E H°(Sk), <p{l) ¥= 0. Hence ak(Sk) = <pk(v0) = <pk{l) = 1.

Then by (4.3), o(Sfc x M) = 4 • afc(ü/).

Combining the above results yields:

Corollary (4.6). ok(Sk) = 1, o(Sk x Sk) = 4, ok(Sk x P2n) = 1, where

P2n is real projective In-space.

The last equation in (4.6) is proved as follows:

°k& X P2n) = 0k(Sk)0iP2n) = Ok(Sk)x(P2n) = 1.

In our language, W. Browder's formula [2] is:

Corollary (4.7). // the Wu classes u¡, i > 0, are zero on M and fM(l) = 0,

then oiM x N) = o(M)x(N).

Proof.   By (4.4) ok(M) = 0 for all k.  (4.7) is obvious if M is odd-dimensional.

Suppose m = 21.  Then by (3.2)(ii), on M,

2^(«) = 2 • (u U u)(M) = 2 • (vn U a)(AQ = 0.

Hence ̂ (m) € {0, 2} and <p, = 20, where 0: /V'(Ai) —>• Z/2. Thus o(M) = 4 • Arf 0 S

{0,4}. Then

a(ilf x N) = o(M)o(N) = a(/W)(a(A0 mod (2)) = a(A0x(A0-

Finally, we sketch a proof of Sullivan's product formula for surgery obstructions.

Suppose X = (x, T), a) is a Poincare complex as in § 1, X is simply connected and has

formal dimension 41 + 2, M is a manifold and /: vM —> n is a map such that T(f)*<xM

= a. Choose a Z?G-Wu orientation of X and orient AÍ by pulling back this orientation

via /   In [4] it is shown that the surgery obstruction to making fM: AZ —>■ X into a

homotopy equivalence, o(f) E Z/2, is given by

4 • o(/) = o(M) - o(X) E {0, 4} C Z/8.

Suppose N, Y and g satisfy the same hypotheses as M, X and / except that dim N =

dim Y = 4fc.

Corollary (4.8). o(f x g)= a(f)x(Y).
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Proof.   Recall,

o{Y) - o(N) = I(Y) - I{N) mod(8),

= 0 mod(8),

since I(Y) - I(N), the surgery obstruction of g, is divisible by 8. As in (4.4), ak(X) =

Vn(vn(X)). vx = s^/j* (see [4]). Thus ok(M) = ak(X) and afc(A0 = ak(Y). Hence

4 • a(f x g) = a(M x A0 - o(X x Y) = ofA/MA) " o(X)a(Y)

= (a(Af) - o(X))a(Y) + a(M)(o(N) - o(Y))

= (4 • o(f))o(Y) = 4 • (a(/)x(r)),

since o(10 = X(Y) mod(2). Hence a(/ x g) = a(/)x(>0-

Proof of (4.2). We first prove

(49) ak(M x A) = a(M)afc(A) + ok(M)a(N).

Since a(Ai) = xW mod(2), (4.9) is equivalent to

(4.10) ak(M x A) = x(M)ok(N) + ak(M)xW-

If m + n - k is odd, one easily checks that both sides of (4.10) are zero. Suppose

2p = m + n-k. Note that the proof in (4.4) that ak(M) = <p¡(v¡) for 2/ = m - k

does not depend on (4.2).

vp(MxN) = ^vi(M)®vp_l{N)

and

ak(M x A) = *p(vp(M x A)).

Since v¡(M) = 0, 2/ > m, the above sum for v (M x A) has three types of nonzero terms:

(a) i = m¡2; (b) i<m¡2,p-i= n¡2; (c) i < «z/2,p-i<n¡2. In case (c),

ÚPi ® vp-i) = VI(y/)am_2l-Vp_I(i'p_/)an-2(p-o = 0,

since aka¡ = 0 in A. In case (a),

fiv, 8 üp_,) = <Pmi2Í»ml2>Pp-fi>p-t)an-2(p-0-

When i = «z/2, p-i={n- k)¡2 and hence c^p_£.(t;p_I.) = (^(A). Let / = m/2. By

(3.2)0),
*i(«>i) = (u?X"0 mod(2).

But (vf)(M) = xiM) mod(2). The same argument applies to case (b), and (a) and (b)

give (4.10).

We complete the proof of (4.2) by showing

(4.11) o(M x A) = a(M)o(N) + 4 • [Eak(M)ak{N)).

Let Vk = Vk(M), Vk = V*{N) and Vk = Vk(M x A). Let ifi = c;M|F°(7W) and

¥>î = 29^ for fc > 0.  Let <p\ and / be similarly defined for A and M x A and let

y = 2c/jfc. Since a is additive,

(4.12) o(í) = Xoíj/)=a(MxA0+4'£o*(MxA).
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On the other hand, H*(M x N) = 2 V\ ® V'2 and hence

(4.13) oQ) = 23<W* ® vb>
VW* ® V\ = <p°<p° and therefore

(4.14) o(?|Vf ®V°2)= ofofrS) = oftftofo») = o(AZ)a(A0.

We show that for k and / not both zero,

aÇp\ Vk ® V\) = 4 • (o,,.(M)okiN))   if * = 4

(415) = 4 • (xWo/AO)      if*r = 0,

= 4 • (ak(M)x(N))     if/=0,

= 0 otherwise.

Combining this with (4.12), (4.13), and (4.14) we obtain (4.11). To prove (4.15) one

chooses symplectic bases for Vk and Vl2 as in the proof of 4.4 for k and / > 0. One

then forms a symplectic basis for V\ ® V\ and computes the Arf invariant of

Çp\Vx ® V'2)f2. We leave the details to the reader.

5. The ring G.  Let TBm and p be as in §2. Let G™p = nn(TBm A Kp), G =

ZG™, where Gp = G™ p. As in §3, p and the cup product maps define a pairing

p: Gmp ® Gnsq -> G™++"p+Q. Let a • 0 = p(a ® ß). The main objective of this

section is to compute G™p for 2p > n and to describe p. To do this we introduce a

variety of gadgets.

For any space or spectrum X let p: nm(X A K ) —* Hm   (X) be defined by

u(p(ct)) = (u® ip)(a) for all u E If"~p(X) (p is the Hurewicz map followed by /ip).

ip is the generator of HP(K„). p is the map which gives an isomorphism

limp_7r„+p(;r A Kp) * Hn(X). Also let t(1): nm(X A Kp) -+ nm+l(Xr\ Kp+l) be

the maps used to define the above limit, that is t(1) is the composition of the obvious

maps

nm(X A Kp) « nm+l(X A SlKp) -+ nm+l(X A Kp+l).

Let s: G"fp -*• Z/2 be given by s(a) = (1 ® Sq ip)(a) where 1 E H°(TBm) is

the Thorn class. Let S he the sphere spectrum. Recall n2 (S A K ) «* Z/2. Let

ßp" E G2[>iP be the image of the generator under

(/ A id),: tt2p(S A Kp) -+ n2p(TBm A Kp)

where i: S -* TBm is the "inclusion of a fibre" and p > 0. Let ß% = 2[í] G n0(TBm)

- °o,o-

Lemma (5.1).

7(0(a) • t(W) - 7(/ + *Xa • 0),   5(a • 0) = s(a)s(j3),

(i) s(a) = 0   ifaEG™pandn>2p,

S7(a) = s(a),   s(a) = (x(Sq)l)(p(a)),   Pt(/) = p.

(ii) Z/ 2p > n, p: G™p -* Hn_p(TBm) is an isomorphism.  If 2p = n, p is an
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epimorphism and the kernel is {0, ß™}. ßm¥=0ifm<2(p + 1).

(iü) Ifß E Gn2qq, fC-ß = ß-ß™= s(ß)ßplq- Note G00 = ir0(S) = Z and

n-ß = nß,nEZ. Hence a special case of (iii) is 2ß = ß{J • ß = s(ß)ß^.

Proof, (i) follows directly from the definitions. For large /, p: Ttn+l(TBm A Kp+¡)

—* Hn    (TBm) is an isomorphism since TBm is connected. TBm is (-1) connected

andKp+l = S'Kp U e2p+1+I U • • • . Hence, t(Î): itn(TBmA Kp) * irn+I(TBmA Kp+I)

for 2p > «.  Therefore p is an isomorphism on G™   for 2p > n.

Let / = Sip: SKp —*Kp+X be an inclusion,D = Kp+l/SKp, and/: A"p+, —*£>

the quotient map. Z) is 2p + 1 connected, kernel of H2p+2(i) is Sqp+1ip + 1 and

H2p+2(D) « Z/2 is generated by a class yp such that H2p+2(j)y = Sqp + 1ip+1.

Consider the commutative diagram:  Denote TBm by Tm.

*2p + 2(7""A Jfp+I)-*T2p+2(rmA  0)-^->r2/,+ I(rmA S/Cp) — trÎJ>+I(rm A /Cp+1) -

nP+i(Tm) **f   )'g0(r") "2p (7"" a ic.) -£->• //„(rm)

where «(7(a)) = (« ® 7p)(a) for all « G H°(Tm). The top row is exact and the squares

commute. Since D is 2p + 1 connected and it2p+2(D) * 2/2> f°r P > 0>trie Hurewicz

theorem gives that 7 is an isomorphism for p > 0.   Therefore the kernel of

p: Tt2p(Tm A /fp) —> Hp(Tm) is image(5_1)9*. The above diagram is functorial in

Tm so fc S-+Tm carries the diagram for S into the diagram for Tm. For the S

diagram, image S~lb* = it2p(S AKp). Hence for Tm, ker p is {0, ßpn),p> 0.  In

the above diagram

X(SqP + 1)(c) = (x(Sqp+1)l)(c) = vp+x(c).

Therefore (ii) is proved for p > 0. For p = 0, Jr2p + 2(7"" A 2?) * ir2p(Tm) and

S-19* is multiplication by 2. Thus ker p is 2[i] = /3™ and (ii) is proved for p = 0.

To prove (iii) consider the commutative diagram:  (D   = Kp+x/SKp).

Kq A SKp

SK„

id x 1
>KqAKp+x^^KqADp

c

•*K„
■*   Dnvp+q ' JYp+<? + l P+9

where a is the suspension of the cup product map, b is cup product and c is defined by

b.  (Choose (b, a) to be an inclusion of pairs.) H*(jb)(yp+q) = Sq9iq ® Sqp + 1ip+1.

Hence,

(5.2) H*(crip+q = Sq\ 8 yp.

Let JJ? G 7r2p+2(7,m A öp) be the generator. 9*f™ = ßp. pande define a map

T" A Kq A Tm A Dp -* Tn+m A Dp+q. By (5.2), this map takes ß A f™ into

sfJ)î^+™ for £ G G29j<?. Smash the above diagram with
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1
*j-n+m

and apply n* to obtain a commutative ladder of exact sequences with connecting

homomorphisms 9*

P(ß ® 0") = ¡1(9,(0 ® Ç)) = U*{ß)C?q") = S{ß)(%?qn-

This completes the proof of (5.1).

6. The ring L. The ring G is unnecessarily complicated for our purposes. For

example Gp" for low values of p is very messy and 0: HP(M) —* Gp" is neither linear

nor quadratic. In this section we introduce a simpler ring L.  Let

L™ = GZ,p =0™      if 2p > m,

= GT(m-p),m-P   if2p<m,

Let a™ ELp" he defined by oÇ = 0™_p if 2p<m and ap" = 0 if 2p> m.  Let

g: G -* L by

S(0) = 0 if 0 S G™ and 2p > m,

= r(m-2p)(0)   if2p<OT.

We define a multiplication of L so that g is a ring homomorphism as follows:  Suppose

a E Lp and 0 e Z.£. If 2p > m and 2i? > m or 2p < m and 2q < n, a0 = a • 0.

Otherwise aß is defined as follows:  Let

ria) = a if 2p < m,

= T(2p-m)~1a   if2p>m.

If yE G™b, let t(m, p)y = t(/)7 where / is chosen, if possible, so that 7(07 E Lp";

then 00 = t(m + n, p + q)(r(oi) ■ riß)). It is extremely tedious but straightforward,

using (5.1)(ii) and (iii), to check that aß is well defined. The formula T(l)(á) ■ T(k)(ß)

= t{1 + k)(a ■ 0) immediately yields:

Lemma (6.1). g{a ■ 0) = 00.

Lemma (6.2). 0 -»> {a™} -» L™ -^ Hm_p{Tm) -»■ 0 is exact. ap"*0if

2p<m.  IfßEL™,

a"qß = ßa"q = s{ß)a"pX™,   20 = S(0)ap\

Proof.  (5.1)(ii) gives the exactness above. Suppose 2q> n and hence a" = 0.

If 2p < m, s(0) = 0. If 2p > m, a"p%™ = 0. Suppose 2q < n.  U2p<m.

<^ß = «;-, • ß = «C^-f» = «0K+7-
lf'2p>m,

anqß=tim+n,p+q){a"q-r(ß))-
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If 2(p + q) > m + n this is zero and also cÇXq" =0. If 2(p + q) < m + n,

t(m + n, p + q) = id and

«l-m = s{r(m<%Xq=m«nPXq-

If 2p>m,2ß=0 since L™ « Hm_p(Tm). If 2p < «z, 2/3 = stfyjÇ by

(5.1)(iii).

7. Quadratic functions with values in L. Let M be a ß-Wu oriented manifold

and let 9: H*(M) -* G be as in §3. Define i/>: tf*(M) —»• L by i> = £0 where #: G

—»• ¿ is the map given in (6.1).

Proposition (7.1). ip has the foUowing properties:

(i) ii(u + v) = \j/(u) + \¡/(v) + («U v)(M)a where u.vE HP(M), a = 0 // «. =£

2p and a = a2pifm = 2p.

(ii) Ifu®vEH*(M x A), Uu ®v)= H"Mv)-

(iii) If U is the B-Wu orientations of M, then the diagram below is commutative.

Hp(M)---> L™

Dm t

t = pdand d: H*(TBm) « H*(Bm) is the Thorn isomorphism.

Proof.   The definitions of t and i// immediately yield (iii). (ii) foUows from

(3.1) and (6.2). (i) is true for 2p > m by (iii) and the fact that t is an isomorphism

for 2p > m.

To prove (i) for 2p<m consider

A: Hp(M)**Hm-p(Sm-2pM+) = [Sm-2pM+, Km_p] -> {Sm-2pM+, Km_p)

where { , } denotes stable maps. In [4] it is shown that A is quadratic and its associated

bilinear form is cup product in H*(Sm~2pM+). Thus A is linear if m # 2p.

is an 5-duality giving an S duality isomorphism

B: {Sm~2pM+, Km_p} * itM(T(vM) A Km_p).

The 2?-Wu orientation U on M gives a map

(tV A id)*: itm(T(vM) A Km_p) -* itm(TBm A Km_p) = L™,

\p = (tVA id) JBA.  Hence ¡p is linear for 2p < «..  In [4] it is shown that \p satisfies

(i) when m = 2p.

8. Proof of (3.2). Recall, in §2, Bm was constructed by kUling v¡ fot 2i > m.

We may arrange these constructions so that pt = B° CBl C • • • C Bm C • • •  .

These maps define inclusion maps/,: TBm -—> TBm+I. For 2p < m, /m_2p induces a
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map

r- L? = ira(lII_p)(7B» A Km.p) -> n2im_p)(TB2^-^ A Km_p) = I*«"').

Furthermore, since ap" comes from S A Km_p -* TBm A Km_p, r(ap) = c£,(™~,').

Lemma (8.1). IftheWu system {f™, p} is oriented in the usual sense,

(X®p i2ZX«2í) = 2 where P "iÄe Pontrjagin square and XE H°(TBm ;Z)isthe Thorn

class.

Proof.   Put the trivial 5-Wu orientation on M = S21 x S21 and let u = x ® 1 +

1 ® x, where x E H2,(S21) is the generator. Since u comes from an integer class,pu =

u2 and pu(M) = 2(x ® x)(AZ) = 2. M —► Bm is trivial and therefore, by (7.1)(iii),

IK«) = «£', c G Z/2. (X® pi2l)(Uu)) = p(")(AQ ■ 2. Thus c = 1 and (8.1) is
proved.

Choose homomorphisms hn: L2" —-> Z/4 such that An(a£") = 2. This is possible

by (6.2). If {$} are oriented, choose h21 = (X ® pi2/). Recall, by (6.2), if 0 G i™,

20 = s(0)a™ and s(0) = 0 for 2p < m.  Thus every element of Lp, for 2p < m, has

order two. We define Xp as in §3 by the formulas:

X™ = s if 2p > m,

= hp if2p = m,

2-K = hm-JX   if2p<m,

where r is as above and g: G —> L as in §6. Equivalently stated,

<Pp(u) = s\p(u) if 2p > m,

= hpij)(u) if2p = m,

2 ■ Vp(u) = hm_pnP(u)   if2p<m.

Lemma (8.2). <pp satisfies (3.2)(i)-(iv).

Proof. Proof of (i):  lf2p>m,

<Pp(u) = sHu) = (1 ® Sq tpXm)

= {l®Sqip)((Ur\u)A)*(aM)

= ((Sq «) U X2\aM) = (Sq u)(M).

X2 = Thorn class of T(vM). To show that <pp(u) = (Sq u)(M) mod(2) for m = 2p,

we show that hp = s mod(2) and hence the above argument gives the desired result.

2hp(ß) = hp(2ß) = hp(s(P)*2pP).

Since hp(a2pp) = 2,hp = s mod(2).

(3.2)(ii) follows from (7.1)(i). (iii) is true by construction, (iv) holds because

our construction of <pp for 2p = m is exactly the same as in [4].

To complete the proof of (3.2) we show that p can be chosen so that ip(u ® v)

= ifiidypiv). <P = X0 and 6(u ®v) = 6(u) • 6(v) by (3.1). Also X = X> where X: Z, -*
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A. g is multiplicative.  Denote X by X. (3.2)(v) will be proved if we prove

Lemma (8.3).  The maps p for the B-Wu system {££*, p} may be chosen so that

X: L -* A satisfies X(aß) = X(a)\(ß).

In the remainder of this section aELp and ß G Lq, r = p + q and / = « + m.

We first prove that (8.3) holds for 2r > / and for a = a™ or ß = aq independently of

the choice of p.  If 2r > /,

X(aß) = s(aß)t2r-' = s(a)s(ß)t2r-1.

Íf2p<m, s(a) = 0 and

\{a)X{ß) = (Xp1(a)am_2p)(S(fíí2<'-") = 0,

since «z - 2p < 2a - « and thus am_2pt2q~n = 0. If 2p = m,

X(a)X{ß) = Xm(a)(s{ß)t2«-") = (Xp» mod(2))s{ß)t2q-n ■

As shown in the proof of (8.2), X™ = hp = s  mod(2).   Hence X(a)Xß) = s{a)s(ß)t1i~".

The same argument holds for 2a < «.   If both 2p>mand2q> n, X(a)X(ß) =

s(a)s{ß)t2r~'.

Suppose a = a™ • a™ß = s(ß)a'r.  U2p<m or 2/ > r, í(|3)^ = 0 and X(am)\(ß)

= am-2ps(ß)t2q~" = 0. If 2p = m and 2r < /, s(ß) = 0 and X(c^)X(J?) = 2X"q(ß)an_2q

= 0.  If 2p = w and 2r = /, X(s(/3)4) = 2 ■ s(j3).  X(a'r)X(/3) = 2 ■ s(|3) because X(r4) =

2 and X(j3) = s(ß) mod(2).

{ajj is the kernel of p: ¿™ -* Hm-p{TBm).  Hence we have proved

Lemma (8.4).  There is a class d G ~ï,H'(TBm A TB") where the sum is over n

and m and i > [n + m¡2], such that

\{aß) - X(a)X(ß) = d(p(a) ® P(ß))*i-2r-

(If I = 2r, a0 = 2 means 2 ■  .)

Let p be some choice of p. With respect to p we obtain a ci as in (8.4). Let

dE HH*(Bm x B") be the class corresponding to d under the Thorn isomorphism.

Bm+n is a principal fibration over B with fibre YIK¡, 2(i + l)> m+n.  Modify

£m x B" -* Bm+n by d to obtain a new p.: 7/5m A 7S" —► TBm+". Consider the

bilinear form from L™ ® L£ to A defined by Ä{a, ß) = X(aß) - \(cc * ß) where aß

comes from p and a * ß from p.'. As proved above, X(a/3) = X(a)X(/3) for 2r > I and

for a = ap ot ß = aq, independently of the choice of p. Hence 2{a, ß) = 0 if 2r > /

and Ä{a, ß) = A{p(a), p(ß)) where A is a bilinear form from Hm_p(TBm) ®Hn_q(TB")

to A. Suppose 2r < /.   Consider the commutative diagram:

L?®LHq    -►    L\ -►£$-'>

Hm-p(TBm) ® Hn_q(TB") -> //,_r(ra') -> H,_r(TB2«-*)
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The bottom row is independent of p since H¡_r(TB2(-'~^) *» H,_r(B). Therefore

Aip{a), p(0)) = D(p{a), p(0))ai_2r

where D takes values in Z/2. To complete the proof of (8.2) we show

Lemma (8.5). L\p(a), piß)) = d{ß(a) ® p(0)).

Proof.  Let Y' be the spectrum described in (2.3), that is, Ylk is the two stage

Postnikov system with fc-invariant n2l>;x(Sq'): Kk —♦ TlKk+t. Let K(- be the spectrum

whose /th term is Zv|+;- and i,- G ZZ'(Kf) be the generator. Also denote the generator of

ZZ°(Y') by to- Let /': TBl —* Y* be a map such that / * i„ is the Thorn class. / exists

because x(Sq')l = v¡U 1. One may check that for any space X, if G': X —* Bl and

one modifies G'hyd= {d,}, d{ G H\X), 2/ > / to form G'. X-* Bl, then 7TG * tl)

—* TBl —* Y' is modified by d,- G ZZ'(7;G * f') where d¡ corresponds to d¡ under the

Thom isomorphism. We may choose/' and maps£2: Y* —* YI+t such that

n *,-*->   n  k,.
2(i+l)>/ 2(i+l)>z-r

1 ft i

î î
TB1->■ 7B2('~r)

commutes. gx is the projection. Let

F1 = (/' A id): TB1 A £,_,. -+ y' A K,_r

and let öj. = Z^. (5.1) is appUcable to Y' instead of TB1 so that a' #0. Q?2 A id)*ä"J.

= äJS'~r). Let C be defined by

C(a, 0) = (g2 A id)*F¿I(a, 0) = Z)(p<a), p(fi))^¡rr).

On the other hand 0(a, 0) is the image of S1~2r(a A 0) under the map

Sl~2r(TBm A Zip A TB" A £,) -*      IT     ^ A S'-2'*,

2(i+l)>I

-►II K, A K,_r -H- Y2<'-'> A *,_,
2(/+l)>2(/-r)

where the first map is given by {d¡} and cup product. i¡_r ® i¡_r evaluated on the

image of S'~2r(a A 0) is d(p(a) ® p(ß)). Thus it is sufficient to prove

Lemma (8.6).  Under the map Z/2 « n2s(Ui>sK( A ZCS) -* 7r2s(Y2i A Ks), 1

goes to a2*.

Proof.  Let 0 be the image of 1. p(0) = 0 since IIK; —*■ Y2i is homologically

trivial in dimension s.  Note n2s(Y2s A Ks) is the homology of Ks with coefficients in

Y2i. The coefficient sequence UK,. —* Y2i —>• K„ —► UK,- gives an exact sequence,
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H2siKs) -^ £ H2s~,iKs)-► H2s(Ks; Y2í)
i>s      11 II

>raí(nK/A^)-^7r2í(Y3*A^

where a = 2/>s Sq1. a = 0 since Sq' is = 0 for / > s.  Therefore b is an injection and

thus ß = ä2i. The proof of (3.2) is complete.

9. Proof of (3.3) and (4.5).

Proof of (3.3). Suppose Ux and U2 are two 5-Wu orientations on M which are

equivalent as B structures on vM. As in the proof of (3.2)(v), Ux, U2: T(vM) —* TBm

differ by a map d: T(v) ~* n2g>mKg. Let D(u): 2Z2p<mHp(M) —► Z2 be defined by

<£{/,(") - <Pu2iu) = D(u)am_2p. We show

(9.1) D(u) = (u U dm_p)(M)

as iñ the proof of (3.2); (g2 A id)*Fl\p,.(u) differ, for / = 1 and 2, by the image of ccM

under

f«(îX"if)) -* «miT0>M) A *P) -^ »2(m-p) fllK,A ATffl_p\
\2q>m /

~~* 7r2(m-p)(Km-p A #m-p) —► 7r2(m-p)(Y2(m_P) A *m-p)

where a = (d A u\. im_p ® tm_p pulls back to (cfm_p U a) U 1 in H*(T(vM)).

lm-p ® lm-p is one onthe generator of w2(m_p)(Km_p A Km_p). (9.1) now follows

from (8.6) and the proof of 3.3 is complete.

Proof of (4.5). Recall S" was ¿?-Wu oriented to form S" as follows:  Choose a

standard framing of vs„, F: vs„ —*■ Rk {{S", F) is framed cobordant to zero). This

gives a Z?-Wu orientation Ux: vM —► Rk —► f£ where i is the inclusion of a fibre.

Let U be the orientation on S* such that U and Ux differ by the nontrivial map d: S"

~*Kn. Hence by (3.3),

du(l) = <pUi(l) + (lVd)(Sn)an,

(1 U d)(S") = 1 and ipux0) = 0 smce the following diagram is commutative:

Ti»<n)-*T(v)ASn+

TB" A K0Ia-

TB" —*■ TB" A B" +

and tVj(as„) = 0. Thus ^(l) = an and (4.5) is proved.
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